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Singh, Palak Muchhal, Tony
Kakkar, Neha Kakkar, Nickk,
Mika Singh The new movie
is an attempt to erase the

memory of this -- a bad. But
there is a certain, inelegant
duality in the very idea of

remaking a movie that
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many people dont like.
Particularly if youre talking
about remaking a movie
that doesnt work, like the

2012 Alistair Sim version of
Naked Killer. But the only

way one can make a movie
that isnt very good without
revising its legend would be
to edit it down to its (one of

its) main plot points, and
then make that up as its
own movie. In the case of

the movie, that plot point is
the emotional and romantic
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turmoil between Kiran
Deohans father and Gudia: a

marriage of convenience.
We get to see the sullen,

distracted father go through
the motions. Then we see
him go home after a series

of petty thefts -- the famous
Pilling Khamosh scam, in

which the stolen goods were
returned while the thief kept
their face, the police came,
and the insurance company
knew what had been stolen.
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beautiful Ranchi diaries
reviewed by the entire world

Anupam Kher. Its mumbai
superstars Anupam and the

other man who hold it
together. I can understand
the attention it has gotten,
what I dont understand is
why its not on the top list?

Its totally loved by the
Rajput community but only
its humour not the politics.
The politics of the film and
the right to free speech will

also be reviewed in the
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coming days. Let the world
know if there are any

inaccuracies in the reviews.
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